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Leading men’s jewelry retailer offers great deals on striking black 
diamond jewelry and accessories for him 

 

(Modesto, Calif.) May 31, 2009 – Titanium-Jewelry.com, a leading 
online retailer of men’s wedding bands, tungsten rings, titanium rings 
and unique contemporary jewelry, announces the arrival of black 
diamond jewelry and accessories. Featuring titanium, tungsten and 
black diamonds, these rings, cufflinks, bracelets and necklaces make 
the perfect gift for Father’s Day. 

"For most men, Father’s Day means getting another tie, cologne or 
barbeque set, and while that’s nice, it also can be predictable," said 
Ron Yates, founder, Titanium-Jewelry.com. "Why not surprise him this 
year with a strikingly handsome ring made from modern metals that 
showcases the mysterious allure of the black diamond?” 

An alternative to traditional diamonds, the black diamond has recently 
been favored among celebrities such as Carmen Electra, whose 
engagement ring’s stone is a black diamond set against white 
diamonds. Also known as carbonado, the black diamond is the oldest, 
toughest and rarest diamond found only in Brazil and Africa. The black 



diamond is so tough that it was used to drill the rocks for the Panama 
Canal. Black diamonds used in jewelry are treated with high heat to 
get their intense color. 

Titanium-Jewelry’s selection of black diamond jewelry comes from 
some of its most popular designers. The Forge by Benchmark sets the 
jet colored stone against the cool satin finish of tungsten while the EM 
Sport Ring by Edward Mirell, featured in popular men’s magazines, 
draws attention with parallel black cables and matching black 
diamonds. Cufflinks from Triton feature twin rows of genuine black 
diamonds set against stainless steel and for a masculine look, the Ultra 
Wide Titanium Ring by Titanium-Jewelry showcases three brilliant 
round black diamonds tension set within a 10-mm wide titanium band. 

Titaniun-Jewelry.com brings cutting edge designs to market offering 
affordability and stylish value to couples in search for unique rings and 
contemporary jewelry. Enticing grooms and couples worldwide, the 
online retailer provides a multitude of styles and metals representing 
the best selection of palladium rings, titanium rings, tungsten rings, 
and men's wedding bands for the up and coming male and female 
demographic. For more information, please visit http://www.titanium-
jewelry.com. 

 
About Titanium-Jewelry.com 
Titanium-Jewelry.com provides a wide selection of titanium 
rings, tungsten rings, men’s watches and black titanium jewelry 
uniquely styled for men and women. Experts in modern mens jewelry, 
wedding bands and modern metals jewelry, Titanium-Jewelry.com 
leads the industry in contemporary jewelry fashions. For more 
information, please visitwww.Titanium-Jewelry.com. 
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